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Course Description 
Following Algebra I in sequence, this course is designed to develop students’ inductive and deductive thinking 
skills through the study of solid and space Euclidean geometry.  Students will apply previously learned Algebra 
skills in a study of coordinate geometry, as well as use the basic geometric tools to construct various plane 
figures.  A study of conditional statements and logical reasoning is included as a means to introduce geometric 
proof, and an introduction to trigonometry is covered as a lead-in to Algebra II and Precalculus.  This course is 
offered for advancing credit (120 hours) or as an introductory course. 
 
Classroom Environment and Schedule 
Each class has from 10 to 17 students, and students meet for two hour-long classes a day with an hour off in 
between. In between classes students may have a study hall or another class.  Students are given anywhere 
between 20 minutes and an hour of homework per night.  Students meet for a total of 58 hours, which include a 
final exam on the last day. 
 
Course Pacing and Delivery Method 
Being that students get only about 55 hours of total instruction, which is slightly less than half of what they 
receive during a full-year course, the pace of the course is quite rigorous.  We try to cover approximately two 
chapters per week, but some chapters are “slowed down” due to their importance (triangle proofs, trigonometry, 
and circles).  Direct instruction is the preferred delivery method, as we are able to give more notes and sample 
problems in a shorter period of time.  My philosophy for the pacing is that, rather than teach ½ of the content of 
a full-year course at full depth, I would try to teach 100% of the content at half-depth, so that students are at 
least familiar with most of the concepts when they encounter them the following school year.  
 
I deliver notes using a modified Cornell Notes style, and encourage students to do the same, so that they have an 
easy-to-follow resource with notes and examples that they can fall back on if they need help next year. 
 
Assessment 
Homework is given each night, and is checked for completion and reviewed each day.  Each chapter has a mid-
chapter quiz (with the exception of chapter 5 due to its flow) and a chapter test.  Some chapter tests are take-
home tests (worth fewer points) in order to spend more time with concepts instead of assessment. See attached 
student course introduction sheet for more information about assessment. 

 
 
 
 
 



 
Geometry Enrichment Content Outline 
 
Most chapters and sections are covered, though some are skipped to save time. Chapters 9 (More in-depth 
transformations) and 12 (Probability) were skipped due to time constraints. Extra content added is italicized and 
bolded. 
 
Chapter 1 – Essentials of Geometry (Identifying basics of Geometry (points, lines, segments, angles, etc), 
measuring angles and segments, midpoint and distance formula, complementary and supplementary angles, 
vertical angles and linear pairs) 
 
Chapter 2 – Reasoning and Proof (Use Inductive Reasoning , write conditional statements [converse, inverse, 
and contrapositive including symbolic notation], laws of logic and mathematics [laws of syllogism and 
detachment, reflexive, symmetric, transitive, etc], writing two-column proofs about segments and angles, 
proving theorems [vertical angles theorem, congruent complements theorem, etc] 
 
Chapter 3 – Parallel and Perpendicular Lines (Relationships with lines, angles formed by transversals, 
theorems of || and perp. Lines, graphing, and finding slopes of parallel and perpendicular lines) 
 
After this chapter, a brief introduction to compass and straightedge contstructions is covered, including: 
copying and bisecting angles and segments, creating an equilateral triangle and parallel and perpendicular 
lines. 
 
Chapter 4 – Congruent Triangles (Classifying triangles, finding interior and exterior angle measurements of a 
triangle, defining congruent polygons, creating congruent polygons using reflections and translations, proving 
triangles are congruent using SSS, SAS, etc., using CPCTC, two-column and flow proof, proving properties of 
isosceles and equilateral triangles)  
 
Chapter 5 – Relationships within Triangles (Midsegments and coordinate proof, properties of points of 
concurrency [incenter, orthocenter, centroid, circumcenter], with particular focus to properties of medians and 
centroids]. Use inequalities within a triangle [sum of two sides > third, and opposite angle/side relationships]) 
 
Chapter 6 – Similarity (identifying similar polygons, scale factor, similar triangles using AA~, SAS~, and 
SSS~ to prove similar triangles, parallel lines and similarity, angle bisectors and proportionality, dilations both 
on a coordinate plane and not [finding segments, scale factor, and whether dilation is enlargement or reduction]) 
 
Chapter 7 – Right Triangles and Trigonometry (Use Pythagorean theorem and its converse to classify 
triangles, find measures of similar right triangles formed by altitudes of right triangles, find side lengths in 
special right triangles [30-60-90 and 45-45-90], Sin/Cos/Tan and their Inverses, solving right triangles) 
 
Chapter 8 – Quadrilaterals (Find interior and exterior angle measures in n-gons, Classifying quadrilaterals, 
properties of parallelograms, including special parallelograms, props of trapezoids and kites [including 
midsegment of a trapezoid], proving that a quad is a special parallelogram) 
 
Chapter 10 – Properties of Circles (Properties of tangents, Finding measures of arcs and their chords,  
central/inscribed angles and their arcs, finding angles of inscribed polygons [triangles and quadrilaterals], 
finding arc, angle, and segment measurements involving intersecting chords, secants, and tangents, writing and 
graphing equations of circles) 
 
Chapter 11 – Measures of Figures and Solids ( Finding circumference, arclength, area of circles, area of 
sectors of circles, area of regular polygons, an introduction to geometric probability through area, identifying 
solids, surface area and volume of:  prisms, cylinders, cones, pyramids, and spheres) 



Geometry Enrichment 
 
Classroom Rules 
• Be on time 
• Be prepared  
• Be courteous to others 
• No profanity.  Period. 
• Cell phones will be turned off during class unless cleared by instructor 
 
Materials: 

Textbook, Notebook (3-subject size or better, please), Folder, Ruler, Compass, Protractor, Scientific 
Calculator (Graphing calculator is also acceptable) 

 Note: Graph paper will be provided when needed. 
 
Assessment 
• Throughout the course, I will assess your progress through a variety of means. There will be frequent 

chapter tests, quizzes, and homework, but I may also assign group assignments and projects at my discretion 
(but I typically do not). 

• Tests will be given once or twice a week, and will be announced.  Tests are typically worth 60 to 120 
points. 

• Take-home Tests will be given two to three times throughout the course.  A take-home test’s value is 
typically less than that of a test due to having more resources available to you.  

• Quizzes can be given at any time (be prepared to take a quiz every day), and will vary between 10 and 50 
points, depending on the length. 

• Homework will be given regularly and checked on a daily basis.  Most assignments are worth 10 points, so 
expect 40-50 homework points per week. 

• Projects, if assigned, will vary in value depending on the assignment. 
• Final Exam – Up to 200 points. Given during the first period of the last day. 
• Grades will be calculated by adding up your raw score, and then dividing by total points available.  It is 

recommended that you write down each test and quiz score in a table so that you can keep a running total of 
your grade. 

• Grade reports will be given three times throughout the course – after each two weeks. 
 
Miscellaneous 
 
• If you need to speak with me outside of class, please arrange to meet with me either before class or after 

1PM (until around 1:30) 
• If you are absent, it is your responsibility to get make-up work and notes.  
• Although this class is non-credit, it is quite rigorous.  Please alert me in advance if you plan on being absent 

for more than a day so that I can make you aware of the work we will cover. 
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